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he would have counted all the forks, fingered how lovingly
each delicious tap in our secluded bathrooms. For him the
romance of large hotels has surely effaced the mystery of the
sea, promoting Frederick and Gordon over the heads of
Drake and Nelson. Yet Drakes, in a sense, ourselves, we
sat at small round tables in mid-ocean; and as the fox-trot
moaned, the ferns in front of it quivered a little to the
throbbing engines, and the big brown room swung gently on
the North Atlantic.
Outside, dark mountains veined like marble, stretched
endlessly away to a low skyline. It was a tumbled country
of flung hills and valleys, of sharply tilted slopes and valley-
floors that rose suddenly to be crest-lines in a lunar land-
scape of tormented mountains, all coloured to a noble blue
and veined like marble ; and it ran quite unbrokenly from
our cut-water to the low skyline, where America waited
somewhere behind the mists. It was a silent country, except
where it ran hissing past the port-holes; and as we toiled
across it at unusual angles, it seemed to watch from all its
summits a little sullenly, staring without a sound, Some-
times a plume of smoke stained its horizon at the distant
rim, or another traveller was seen for an instant labouring
up a long acclivity ; and once an ostrich-feather, drooping
and white, appeared upon its surface, propelled by a black
rectangle that vaguely recalled a four-wheeled cab and indi-
cated (to less terrene eyes) a whale. Someone, forgetting
the hotel behind us, said, " There she blows " ; inmates of
literary tendencies remembered Moby Dick, whilst eager
neighbours asked hopefully for icebergs, and for an instant
we almost seemed to be at sea. But the long journey was
resumed across the endless upland, where the blue hills
stood in long ranges, and we went smoothly past their
marble slopes without a sound.
There was a sound, though. Inaudible on deck, sea-
fanciers will recall it as the authentic music of the sea, For
the inner parts of ships (and, after all, it was a ship) are
filled with an unceasing cre'ak. The little rooms, that look

